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DAYLIGHT IS FAMILIAR, BUT NOT ALWAYS INTUITIVE
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 Illuminance [lux] 

Type of space and function Min Mid Max 

Circulation, corridors, theatres… 50 100 200 

Workshops, retail centres … 200 300 400 

Schools, offices, writing, computer work… 300 400 500 

Delicate work, drawing, technical tasks... 500 750 1000 

Precision workshops, visual quality control 1000 to 5000 
 

Full moon 

0.01 lux 

Sunny sky 

30’000 -100’000 lux 

Overcast sky 

8’000 - 20’000 lux 
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BUT… people perceive daylight from an immersed view

Zollverein School of Management 
Essen, Germany by SANAA

…and this view is constantly changing.



…through glare risk models
• Daylight Glare Probability (DGP)
• Daylight Glare Index (DGI)

Today, there is only one way to evaluate that perception… 



Daylight is more than ‘free’ lighting with high glare risks:
we should appraise it beyond strict illumination and look for…

new metrics
human-centered

dynamic

new visualizations
interactive
immersive



daylight dynamics and well-being

• human comfort and well-being back at the centre
• beyond mainstream metrics and performance evaluation



daylight dynamics and well-being
performance 

over time



daylight dynamics and well-being



emotion
perceptual effects and visual interest in daylit architecture Prpf. Siobhan Rockcastle

LIPID PhD+PostDoc alumnus
Co-Founder of OCULIGHT dynamics, USA



spatial contrast
annual spatial and temporal qualities of daylight



online survey
subjective rating of rendered architectural spaces (bipolar scale)

rating scale

+ effect of sky (weather) + effect of sky (weather)



confrontation to design intent
comparative goal-based performamce



daylight patterns and atmosphere
consensus on daylight patterns attributes (amongst designers)

most exciting
least exciting

most calming
least calming

Kynthia Chamilothori
PhD student

Dr. Jan Wienold
Thesis co-advisor



clear skyovercast sky view behavior from subjects

virtual experience real space

immersive spatial experience
virtual reality as a proxy for real space experience



daylight patterns and environmental context
immersive view, overcast conditions
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daylight patterns and environmental context
clear sky, low sun angle



daylight patterns and space use context
openspace environment



daylight patterns and complexity
irregular pattern 



Demonstration of the experimental setup by G. Chinazzo

perception of daylight patterns
irregularity linked to positive impressions Kynthia Chamilothori

PhD student
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Giorgia Chinazzo
PhD student

perception of daylight patterns
irregularity linked to positive impressions
and measurable calming effect



visual comfort
glare and gaze Prpf. Mandana Sarey Khanie

LIPID PhD+PostDoc alumnus
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Your Rainbow Panorama by Studio Olafur Eliasson

• does thermal perception 
depend on color of light?

visual and thermal comfort
perceived interactions



• does thermal perception 
depend on color of light?

• does thermal perception 
depend on brightness?

• does visual perception 
depend on temperature?

Rolex Learning Center / SANAA

visual and thermal comfort
perceived interactions
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color of light & temperature light quantity & temperature

visual and thermal comfort
interaction effects
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Figure 2.1 (Image Source: Ámundadóttir, 2016):  A visual illustration of the increasingly common 
disconnect between the solar clock humans evolved with, the social clock, and our biological clock.   

 
and possibly indirectly by RGCs as well (Rea et al., 2005).  Indicators of circadian phase include hormone 
concentration levels measured through blood or saliva samples, core body temperature (CBT), or simple 
monitoring of activity levels over wake hours. Because the non-visual system is light sensitive, its sensitivity 
is modulated over the course of the day.  This sensitivity can be modeled with a phase response curve 
(PRC) which illustrates lower sensitivity during the day and higher sensitivity at night around sleep onset 
(Khalsa et al., 2003; St. Hilaire et al., 2012; Ámundadóttir, 2016).  PRCs are useful when assessing the impact 
of a given light exposure on the circadian system as the timing of that light exposure will determine to what 
extent the non-visual system will respond.  Previous research has accounted for changes in circadian 
sensitivity by implementing a circadian sensitivity modulator (Kronauer et al., 1999; Ámundadóttir, 2016). 
 

             
 

Figure 2.2 (Image Source: Adapted from TIME Magazine, 2017): As of August 2018, the white square 
in the image above constitutes roughly 48% of the world population or 3.6 billion people. The dramatic 
changes in lights seen from space illustrate the rapid changes to both technology and lifestyle.  
Furthermore, the shift to bluer LEDs for cost and energy saving will also have an impact on LAN and 
NIF effects. 

 
 
2.2   Measuring Light  
 
The spectrum of light is an infinite distribution of photon energies which are created by emitting sources 
through a variety of difference processes.  The sun is one example of an approximate black-body emitter 
whose frequency spectrum depends on its own surface temperature which is about 5778 Kelvin. Other 
light sources have different spectral ‘fingerprints’, which depend on the physics underlying the emission 
process.  There is nothing special about photons emitted from one source compared with another if their 
energy profiles are identical.  The only uniqueness of sunlight is that its spectral distribution happens to be 
rich in what the standard human observer perceives as ‘blue’ light which is also the sensitivity range of the 
ipRGC photoreceptors.  It is by no means a coincidence that our cells evolved to be most sensitive to 

1.1. Healthy lighting | 3

spectral sensitivity curve that peaks in the short wavelength region around 490 nm and
distinguished from the spectral sensitivity of rod and cone photoreceptors (Berson et al.,
2002; Enezi et al., 2011).

Since this discovery, the non-visual effects of light have received increased attention
among researchers in various disciplines (Webb, 2006; Wirz-Justice and Fournier, 2010).
There is evidence that daytime exposure to blue-enriched electric light improves subjec-
tive ratings on alertness, performance, and sleep quality in office settings (Viola et al.,
2008) but evening exposure to light-emitting diodes (LED)-backlit computer screens, also
rich in blue light, similarly impacts alertness and cognitive performance, and may lead
to chronic sleep disorders (Cajochen et al., 2011). These findings thus offer new ways
to understand the role of light in sleep and alertness, which may lead to new effective
lighting strategies or methods to improve the quality of life. Despite the immaturity of this
research field, we are already seeing efforts to standardize how to measure and evaluate
non-visual effects of light for lighting (CIE, 2015; DIN, 2015) and to implement these
findings in industry (e.g. by lighting manufactures).

1.1.2 Lighting and modern living

Our daily life is organized by three different clocks: (1) the circadian clock that controls the
timing of most 24 hour behavioral and physiological rhythms including the sleep-wake
cycle, hormone production, temperature regulation and metabolism; (2) the social clock
that runs on local time and imposes a daily schedule with work and social responsibili-
ties; and (3) the solar clock that runs on the natural solar time following earth rotation
around the sun. These three different clocks (Figure 1.1) belong to three different systems:
biological, social, and physical; which evolved under the natural light-dark cycle. In

Figure 1.1 – Light is the strongest cue ensuring correct synchronization of the internal
clock with the environment. Three different clocks organize our daily life: (1) the circadian
clock, (2) the social clock, and (3) the solar clock. Modern society poses many challenges
on circadian entrainment in humans, due to lack of exposure (by working predominantly
inside), transmeridian travel (jetlag) or working schedules in a 24/7 society (shift work).

1992 2012 
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Image Source: Snøhetta
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non-visual system
effects of ocular light exposure on human health Dr. Maria Amundadottir

LIPID PhD alumnus
Co-Founder of OCULIGHT dynamics, Iceland



dynamic model
maximize the daily light dose without disturbing circadian timing 
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alertness and light dose



Victoria Soto Magan & Forrest Webler
PhD students
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EMOTION
psychology

VITALITY
physiology

COMFORT
acceptability

+

GRID-BASED
adequate

task lighting

... dynamically over time & space

where and when healthy, stimulating, and comfortable light will to occur ...

We must integrate multiple dimensions of daylight performance into the design process
and go beyond traditional metrics.

EVALUATE DESIGN FOR HUMAN-CENTRIC DAYLIGHT PERFORMANCE 



from building performance to occupant performance in buildings…

VITALITY



from building performance to occupant performance in buildings…

EMOTION



COMFORT



HEALTH

EMOTION

COMFORT

EQUITY

REVISITING SUSTAINABILITY…



… BY TAKING THE OCCUPANT’S PERSPECTIVE


